Multi-Level Hand Grip

Catalog Number 724810001 Single Level
Catalog Number 724810002 Double Level
Catalog Number 724810000 Triple Level

Mounting Instructions:
1. Locate a wooden wall stud, hold the Hand Grip in the desired location, and mark the holes with a sharpened pencil.
2. Use a \( \frac{1}{8} \)" drill bit to drill holes. **NOTE:** For tile-surfaced walls, use \( \frac{3}{16} \)" masonry drill to pass through the tile only; then use a \( \frac{1}{8} \)" drill.
3. Apply silicone caulking on the pads of the Hand Grip to prevent water seepage into screw holes.
4. Hold Hand Grip in place and match up holes.
5. Starting at the top end of the Hand Grip, insert screws into holes and tighten them firmly into the stud with screwdriver.

Caution:

**Proper installation is important!** This Hand Grip is designed for vertical installation only. The Hand Grip should be mounted to a wall stud. Installation requires a drill, drill bits, silicone caulking, and a screwdriver.

DO NOT use an adhesive to mount the Hand Grip to the wall. For any other type of installation, consult a professional.

DO NOT put entire body weight on the Hand Grip. It is intended to be a support aid only.

Cleaning:

Mild detergent: do not use any abrasive substance.